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A: You can use this simple way. You may choose one of

the two format that may look better. 1. #include
#include #include int main() { char

*search_query=NULL; FILE
*fp=fopen("c:\\video.mp4","rb"); if(fp==NULL) {

printf("Failed to open the file "); return 1; }
while(fgets(search_query,2048,fp)!= NULL) { printf("%s

",search_query); if(strstr(search_query,"You tube")!=
NULL) { printf("",search_query,search_query); printf(" ");

} else
if(strstr(search_query,"www.youtube.com/watch")!=

NULL) { printf("",search_query,search_query); printf(" ");
} else if(strstr(search_query,"www.youtube.com")!=

NULL) { printf("",search_query,search_query);
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